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ABSTRACT
Accurate reporting and analysis of network failures has historically
required instrumentation (e.g., dedicated tracing of routing protocol state) that is rarely available in practice. In previous work, our
group has proposed that a combination of common data sources
could be substituted instead. In particular, by opportunistically
stitching together data from router configuration logs and syslog
messages, we demonstrated that a granular picture of network failures could be resolved and verified with human trouble tickets. In
this paper, we more fully evaluate the fidelity of this approach,
by comparing with high-quality “ground truth” data derived from
an analysis of contemporaneous IS-IS routing protocol messages.
We identify areas of agreement and disparity between these data
sources, as well as potential ways to correct disparities when possible.
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C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Operations
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Reliability and availability are among the most important qualities of a network and must be ensured both through careful design
(e.g., deploying physically redundant devices and logically tolerant protocols to mask failures) and diligent operational practices
(e.g., responding to failures that cannot be masked). To inform
such efforts, there is broad interest in tracking network failures,
their durations and their causes. Unfortunately, the Internet architecture does not include comprehensive failure measurement as a
first-class capability and thus failure analysis inevitably involves
pressing a range of other tools into this service: syslog, routing
protocol monitoring, SNMP, human trouble tickets, active probes
and so on. However, it is not well understood how these different
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techniques differ in their ability to capture and characterize availability failures.
In previous work we developed a methodology to analyze network failures based upon readily available router log messages (i.e.,
syslog) and used it to analyze over five years of failure events in
the CENIC regional network [17]. Our original study used operator e-mails and active probing as sources of ground truth to validate the results of our method. However, both data sources provide only sparse coverage of the failures identified in our study
and their own fidelity is known to be imperfect as well (e.g., operators do not record short-lived failures in trouble tickets). The
“gold standard” for identifying downtime is via high-fidelity logs
of link-state router messages. Configuring and deploying an IGP
listener to record such logs is neither technologically difficult nor
novel [9]. However, an active listener carries the risk of disrupting
network operations in the event of a catastrophic malfunction or
compromise. As a result such datasets are rarely available in operational networks and were not available when we first analyzed the
CENIC network. Thus, in many cases, including our own previous
work, network analysis is conducted using syslog data [4, 10, 14,
15, 21]. Worryingly, it remains unknown what sacrifices a syslogbased approach makes in terms of accuracy when compared to the
ground truth revealed via routing protocol messages.
In this paper, we provide the first analysis of this trade-off by
comparing the results of analyzing contemporaneous network-wide
router syslog data and real-time ISIS routing protocol updates over
a 13-month period in the CENIC network. We find significant disparities between the failure traces computed from the syslog and
IS-IS data sources: the former does not capture 20% of the failures
identified by the latter. Nevertheless, the statistical distribution of
the failure traces is consistent for some metrics (e.g., failures per
link and link downtime) but clearly distinct for others (e.g., failure
duration). At a qualitative level, the importance of these differences
depends greatly upon the use of the data: if an operator is merely
attempting to identify aggregate link availability, syslog-based approaches seem adequate. If, on the other hand, the analysis is being
conducted in order to determine more involved metrics, like identifying periods of complete isolation for portions of the network,
higher fidelity data sources may be required.
In general, we find that syslog-based analyses provide reasonable
approximations of those based upon routing protocol data, but with
three important caveats:
1. Syslog frequently fails to accurately reflect link state during
periods of flapping (i.e., rapid state transitions).
2. Long-lasting failures (e.g., over 24 hours) should be manually verified as they are frequently false positives due to lost
syslog messages.

Table 1: Summary of data used in the study.

3. Attempting to model link state over time through syslog occasionally results in nonsensical state changes (e.g., syslog
reports that a currently operational link just came up). We
find the best approach is to assume that the offending state
change message is a spurious retransmission and leave the
link state unmodified.

2.

RELATED WORK

A large number of efforts have attempted to quantify the amount,
types, and causes of failure in wide-area networks. The vast majority of these studies follow a tomographic approach, where measurements collected at the edges of networks are used to infer the causes
of disruptions in end-to-end traffic flow [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 18, 22].
It is well known, however, that such approaches are not as accurate
as measurement from within the network itself [5].
Direct measurements are much more complicated and costly
to obtain, resulting in a dearth of such studies. One general approach taps into the interior gateway protocol (IGP) messages employed by the network under consideration to monitor how the routing protocol behaves, as route updates typically indicate connectivity changes. Two previous studies monitored OSPF networks:
Shaikh et al. [16] studied OSPF behavior in a large enterprise network, and Watson, Jahanian and Labovitz [19] studied a network of
fifty routers, including internal and customer links, over the course
of one year. Markopoulou et al. [12], on the other hand, studied six
months of IS-IS routing protocol messages collected from hundreds
of nodes in the Sprint backbone. All of these studies, while valuable in providing insight into the behavior of real networks, use
methodologies and hardware that is often not practical for many
network operators.
In contrast, in our own previous work, we considered whether
lower-quality data sources, namely syslog and operator emails,
could be used instead [17]. Others have used similar approaches:
Gill et al. used syslog to analyze failures in a data center network [4]; Labovitz et al. combine SNMP queries with operational logs to analyze failures in the backbone of a regional service provider [7], and Xu et al. parse syslog records to identify
anomalies in data center operations [20]. While each of these efforts provided some form of validation against various forms of
“ground truth,” none directly compare their results to a contemporaneous study based upon IGP data. To the best of our knowledge,
our study represents the first head-to-head comparison of the results of high-fidelity IS-IS monitoring to “lower quality” methods
that employ only syslog or data sources.

3.

BACKGROUND

Network failures can be categorized by many attributes including
duration, cause, impact, and frequency. While no attribute is most
important, some attributes are more relevant for particular purposes
than others: a network engineer trying to improve reliability is
likely to be concerned with cause and impact while a researcher
developing a new routing protocol is likely to more interested in
frequency and duration.
On the other hand, different actors have different resources available to them, and some may not be able to obtain the same quality
of information with which to conduct their analyses. Ideally, analyses conducted with the most easily available data would be sufficiently accurate to be suitable for all purposes. Clearly such data
sources are unlikely to provide exact failure-for-failure accounting; we seek to understand which—if any—statistical properties
are similar, and to what degree.

Parameter

Value

Period
Routers
Router Config Files
IS-IS links
Syslog messages
IS-IS updates

Oct. 20, 2010 – Nov. 11, 2011
60 Core and 175 CPE
11,623
84 Core and 215 CPE
47,371
11,095,550

Syslog message types

%CLNS-5-ADJCHANGE
%ROUTING-ISIS-4-ADJCHANGE

IS-IS LSP field types

LSP ID
Host Name
Extended IS Reachability
Extended IP Reachability

Before delving into the details of our findings, this section provides basic information about CENIC, the network that forms the
basis of our study, as well as the various data sources and methods
used in our analysis.

3.1

CENIC

CENIC is a regional ISP in California that provides network
connectivity to over 120 non-profit educational institutions. The
CENIC network consists of 60 backbone routers connected by 10
GBit/s links as well as 175 routers on customer premises. We refer to the former as Core routers and the latter as CPE (customer
premises equipment) routers. The network uses the IS-IS routing
protocol on the Core and CPE devices, organized as a single IS-IS
network, described next. (A more detailed description of CENIC’s
topology and structure is available elsewhere [17].)

3.2

IS-IS

The routing state of a network is commonly regarded as ground
truth because if the routing protocol (IS-IS in the case of CENIC)
declares a link is down, then for all practical intents and purposes it
is down since no traffic will be directed to it. Similarly, if IS-IS declares a link to be up, then the link is at least capable of hearing and
answering IS-IS “hello” packets, which is in most cases evidence
enough that a link is functioning.
We capture CENIC routing state using a server running a lightlymodified version of Richard Mortier’s Python Routing Toolkit [13]
to act as a router participating in the IS-IS network. Since IS-IS
is a link-state routing protocol each router periodically floods its
current adjacencies to the rest of the network in a link state packet
(LSP). Adjacencies correspond to physical links between routers; it
is possible for neighboring routers to have more than one adjacency.
Each LSP advertisement is encoded as a series of
type/length/value (TLV) fields. Table 1 lists the TLV fields
we use. The first field, LSP ID, is the unique OSI identifier for
each router. The second field, Host Name, is a human readable
hostname. The Extended IS Reachability field contains
a list of tuples. Each tuple contains the OSI identifier for a device
directly connected to the router as well as the link weight (routing
metric); larger weights are less preferred paths. These weights are
configured by operators.
In addition to router adjacencies, LSPs also contain information
about which IP networks are directly reachable from the router.
IP Reachability is derived from interfaces that are configured with IP addresses and from statically configured information.
The set of IP ranges known to IS-IS does not include customer ad-

dresses, which are handled by BGP. Therefore, almost all of the
subnets advertised are those of the point-to-point links that make
up the CENIC backbone and links to CPE devices.
For every LSP we receive we first extract the sender’s OSI ID.
If this is the first LSP from the sender we record its host name in
our mapping of OSI IDs to hostnames and record its IS-IS neighbors and IP reachability. Subsequently, for each new LSP received
from the node, we compare the advertised IS-IS adjacencies and
IP reachability to adjacencies and IP reachability advertised previously. If any new adjacencies or IP space has been formed or lost
we attempt to determine, with the help of the mined configuration
files, to which link(s) this adjacency or IP space corresponds.

3.3

Syslog

Network operators often use syslog [8] to obtain diagnostic information. Its popularity is likely do to its ability to expose a wealth
of diagnostic in human-readable text strings and ease of configuration. Syslog messages are nothing more than plain text strings that
are transmitted via UDP to a central logging server. The convention
followed by the Cisco routers in our study ensures that each syslog
message has a similar format: timestamp, name of router and process generating the message, and specific diagnostic message.
Every router in the CENIC network is configured to send syslog
messages to a central logging facility. We were provided access to
the subset of these messages that pertain to the link, link protocol,
and IS-IS routing protocol of the router. (Table 1 lists statistics
about the syslog data.) Because syslog messages are transmitted
via UDP and the syslog process runs with low priority, message
generation and delivery is far from certain.

3.4

Matching

Our goal is to determine the relative accuracy of historical routing state, i.e., periods of link up and downtime, extracted from syslog messages. In particular, we seek to compare the failures extracted from syslog messages to those extracted from IS-IS LSPs.
Making such a comparison requires the ability to extract failures
from both data sources, find a common naming convention, and
have a precise definition of when two failures are a match.
Determining a link’s state via syslog is straightforward. A link
transitions states whenever a syslog packet says such a transition
has occurred. However, we do observe cases where we receive two
down state transitions without an intervening up transition and vice
versa. We consider the state of the link between two down/up state
transitions to be ambiguous. (In contrast, in our previous work we
removed such events from the data set [17].)
Determining a link’s state according to IS-IS is similar. A link
is in the “up” state as long as the adjacency or IP space is listed in
the appropriate LSP packets, e.g. “down” transitions occur when a
previously listed adjacency or IP space is no longer advertised and
“up” transition occurs when it is re-advertised.
Syslog and IS-IS LSPs use different naming conventions (hostnames vs. OSI IDs). To overcome the inability to directly
compare router names in LSPs and syslog messages we develop a simple method to map both to a common naming convention, a link: (host name 1:port on host 1, host
name 2:port on host 2). In order to perform this mapping
we determine all of the links in the network by mining an archive
of configuration files.
We consider an IS-IS failure event (i.e., a down transition followed by an up transition) and a syslog failure event to be matched
if both are on the same link, their start times are within ten seconds,
and their end times are within ten seconds. We choose a window
size of ten seconds because there is a clear knee at ten seconds

Table 2: Percentage of state transitions matching syslog messages
by IS or IP reachability of IS-IS LSP messages

Syslog Type
IS-IS Down
IS-IS Up
physical media Down
physical media Up

IS reachability

IP reachability

82%
85%
31%
34%

25%
23%
52%
53%

when examining the graph of window size to percent of downtime
matched (omitted for space). We also find it useful to compare
transitions individually; state transitions are similarly considered
to match if they occur with ten seconds of each other on the same
link.
IS reachability vs. IP reachability IS-IS LSPs contain two fields
that can be used to infer link state: IS reachability and IP reachability. We therefore have to choose which of the two fields two use. If
we choose to use the IS reachability field there is a limitation that
it is not always possible to differentiate between one or multiple
physical links between two routers1 . In the CENIC network, 26
device pairs have such multi-link adjacencies. We omit multi-link
adjacencies from our analysis because, unlike all other links in the
network, their state is actually function of n-physical links.
Router interfaces that form links in the CENIC network are given
IP addresses in unique /31 subnets. This means that the IP reachability field can uniquely identify every link. As a result it initially
appears that using IP reachability to determine link state would be
superior since it does not ignore 20% of all links.
Table 2 shows what percentage of all state changes, as observed
by either IS or IP reachability, match syslog state state changes that
refer to IS-IS connectivity or the status of the underlying physical
media. The IS reachability matches three times more syslog state
transitions than IP reachability and we expect syslog to reasonably
reflect ground truth. Therefore, even though IS reachability is blind
to 20% of physical links it is still preferable to using IP reachability
field to detect link state changes.
At the same time, IP reachability matches 20% more physical
media state changes than IS reachability. Hence, we conclude that
IP reachability reflects physical media state. Therefore, IP reachability must be formed in order for IS reachability to be established,
but it is not sufficient to establish IS reachability. Hence, we consider state changes only from IS reachability for the remainder of
this paper.

4.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Our comparison of syslog to IS-IS is intended to be both descriptive and prescriptive. Ideally, syslog would provide failurefor-failure accounting and thus be usable for any purpose. However, in Section 4.1 we show that there is significant disagreement
in state transitions. As a result, there is a bias in metrics having to
do with link failures. Section 4.2 shows that some statistical properties are preserved, however. Section 4.3 shows how to filter the data
to remove false positives and short failure bias in order to maximize
the utility of syslog-based analyses. Finally, in Section 4.4 we look
at a high-level metric, customer availability, as one real-world use
case.
1

RFC 5305 provides an extension to the IS-IS protocol to enable
differentiation in IP networks, but it is not running on most devices
in the CENIC network.

Table 3: Number of IS-IS state transitions by type (UP or DOWN)
and number of Sylog messages matching.
IS-IS
transition
DOWN
UP

4.1

IS-IS

Syslog

Overlap

11,213
3,648

11,738
2,714

9,298
2,331

Router Syslog messages
None

One

Both

2,022 18%
1,696 15%

4,512 39%
5,432 48%

4,962 43%
4,168 37%

Failure Count
Downtime (Hours)

Table 5: Statistics for syslog-inferred failures and IS-IS listenerreported failures.

Analyzing Link State Changes

We begin by examining the accuracy of state transitions since
it is simple and straightforward. Moreover, if such a fine-grained
measure were accurate, all higher-level metrics would also be accurate.
During the 13-month measurement period, our IS-IS listener
recorded 22,792 adjacency state transitions: 11,496 withdrawing
a previously advertised adjacency, and 11,296 introducing a new
adjacency. We refer to the former as a DOWN event, and the latter
as an UP event, the two events together constituting a failure.
Under ideal conditions, each link failure would manifest itself in
syslog as a pair of messages—one from each router on either end
of the link—reporting the adjacency status change (DOWN) at the
start of a failure, and another pair of messages at the end of the
failure (UP). Under less than ideal conditions, some or all of these
four messages may be lost.
Using the procedure described in Section 3.4, we attempt to
match each syslog message (generated by the router’s IS-IS process) to an IS-IS listener-reported event. Syslog-reported IS-IS
adjacency “Down” messages are matched to DOWN events, “Up”
messages to UP events.
Table 3 shows the results of the matching. The DOWN and
UP rows show the number of IS-IS listener-reported transitions
with the number of Syslog-reported “Down” and “Up” messages
matched to each. In the None column are transitions with no matching Syslog messages, in the One column are transitions where only
one router sent a matching message, and in the Both column are
transitions where both routers sent matching Syslog messages.
The majority of UP transitions are captured by syslog: only 15%
do not have a matching syslog message from either router. The majority of DOWN transitions are also matched, but a slightly larger
fraction—18%—are missed. The majority of unmatched transitions, 67% for DOWN and 61% for UP, occur during periods of link
flapping. Further investigation shows that than less than half of all
syslog state transitions are matched during periods of link flapping.
In keeping with previous work we consider two or more consecutive failures on the same link separated by less than 10 minutes part
of a flapping episode [17]. We therefore conclude that syslog does
not accurately describe link state during flapping.

4.2

Table 4: Number and hours of downtime as reported by IS-IS and
syslog after basic data cleaning was performed.

Analyzing Link Failures

Network operators are typically concerned with metrics like link
downtime that are calculated from individual link failure events.
This is concerning because our failure reconstruction methodology
relies on a DOWN and UP state transition to make a failure. Thus
if more than 15% of DOWN as well as UP transitions do not match
IS-IS, it is possible that a syslog-based analysis might miss more
than 30% of all failures. We find, however, that the unmatched state
transitions predominately impact syslog’s ability to capture short
failures and have limited impact on most statistical properties.
The results of performing failure reconstruction and sanitation
are presented in Table 4. Sanitization consists of removing fail-

Core
Statistic

Syslog

IS-IS

CPE
Syslog

Annualized Failures per link
Median
5.7
6.6
11.3
Average
14.2
16.1
49.1
95%
46.2
46.2
249
Failure duration (seconds)
Median
52
42
10
Average
1078 1527
814
95%
6318 6683
665
Time between failures (hours)
Median
0.2
0.2
0.01
Average
343
347
116
95%
2014 2147
673
Annualized Link downtime (hours)
Median
0.6
0.8
1.9
Average
4
7
11
95%
24
26
49

IS-IS
12.3
45.5
253
12
1140
825
0.03
136
845
2.4
14
51

ures that span periods when the IS-IS listener was offline as well
as manually verifying the 25 syslog failures that lasted more than
24 hours. Manual verification primarily consists of cross-checking
failures with network trouble tickets. Since one of the primary purposes of network trouble tickets is to document network events, we
can reasonably expect (very) long lasting failures to be chronicled.
While manual verification of long failures is time consuming, it is
also critical since doing so removes 6,000 hours of spurious downtime which is almost twice the number of actual downtime hours.
At first glance, concern about lost syslog messages appears unfounded since syslog reports 500 (5%) more failures than IS-IS.
However, syslog reports 934 fewer hours of downtime, 25% less
than IS-IS. Moreover, 20% of all individual failure instances (not
shown) are false positives, i.e., they do not appear in IS-IS.
Table 5 shows key statistics for the syslog failure reconstruction
technique and for IS-IS listener-reported failures. The numbers are
given in annualized form by normalizing the number of failures to
link lifetime. Here we break down the data according to whether
the link in question belongs to the network backbone (Core) or is
connected to an edge router on the customer premises (CPE). We
present results for Core and CPE links separately since their different use, equipment types, and importance, suggests that they will
have different statistics. The median number of failures per link is
lower by about one per year in syslog-inferred data than in IS-IS
listener data in both cases.
Core failure durations are higher using syslog data—52 seconds
versus 42 seconds. With CPE links, it is the opposite. Median failure duration is 10 seconds for syslog-reconstructed failures, and 12
seconds for IS-IS listener-reported failures. This unusual reversal
of syslog-inferred and IS-IS-reported data is most evident in the
annualized link downtime. The median Core link downtime is 36

(a) Failure Duration

(b) Annualized Link Downtime

(c) Time Between Failures

Figure 1: Syslog-inferred and IS-IS listener-reported cumulative distributions for CPE links.
minutes per year using syslog data, and 48 minutes per year using
IS-IS listener data. On the other hand, for CPE links, IS-IS data
gives a median link downtime of 2.4 hours, compared to 1.9 hours
with syslog data.
To better illustrate these differences, Figure 1 shows the cumulative failure duration distribution, the cumulative annualized link
downtime distribution, and the cumulative distribution of time between failures for CPE links.
The IS-IS and Syslog distributions of failure duration for Core
links track each other closely, with most of the differences attributable to short failures (less than 10 seconds): 1-second failures
are more common in the IS-IS data, while 3-5 seconds failures are
slightly more common in syslog data.
Among CPE links, Figure 1a , the differences between the two
distributions arise in the relative frequencies of short-duration failures. Syslog-inferred failures are more frequent in the 1-4 second range, while IS-IS listener-inferred failures are more prevalent in the 5-7 second range. Ultimately, syslog contains more 1second failures, which cause the discrepancy observed. One explanation for this finding is that syslog is capturing sub-second
pseudo-failures that signal a connection reset, as we explore in Section 4.3.
From examining descriptive statistics and graphical plots, both
syslog-inferred and IS-IS listener-reported failures exhibit similar characteristics. The differences stem from certain classes of
failures—most notably short failures—which are poorly captured
by syslog. Moreover, when we compare distributions for goodness of fit (using the two-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, or
KS test) we find that syslog and IS-IS produce consistent data for
failures per link as well as link downtime, but not failure duration.
Given that Syslog misses 20% of all failures and 25% of all
downtime, it is not suitable for those who require failure-for-failure
accounting. At the same time, our results indicate that using syslog to determine link state information may be sufficient for those
whose applications only require the reconstructed link state to have
the same gross statistical properties as those directly reported by
the IS-IS listener.

4.3

Syslog’s False Positives

Most of the statistical properties about failures reported by syslog closely track those reported by IS-IS, but a few—like individual
failure duration—do not. In this section we examine the causes and
enumerate which data filtering mechanisms can be successfully applied in an effort to increase the number of statistics syslog can
accurately convey.

Table 6: Absolute count of ambiguous state changes by cause and
state change direction.

Cause

Down

Up

Lost Message
Spurious Retransmission
Unknown

194
240
27

174
28
0

Total

461

202

When comparing syslog failures to IS-IS listener-reported failures, we find that syslog reports 2,440 failures (21% of all syslogreported failures) and 17.5 hours that were not observed by the ISIS listener2 . These failures are actually false positives, i.e. failures
that seemingly did not impact traffic.
Short failures, ten seconds or less, make up 83% of all false positives. These failures, however, lead to less than an hour of downtime. On the other hand, 94% of the false positive downtime belongs to the remaining 373 failures. Interestingly, all but 19 failures
greater than ten seconds—a full 15.1 hours worth of downtime—
occur during periods of flapping, when a link fails multiple times
in rapid succession.
False positives occur for a number of reasons. One issue, which
produces very short duration false positives, one second or less, is
an aborted IS-IS three-way handshake. A second issue which also
causes very short failure, one second or less, is an adjacency being
reset which often occurs immediately after a longer failure without
an LSP being generated and, thus, is not seen by the IS-IS listener.
A reset adjacency failure is differentiated from a subsequent link
failure by the type of syslog message being sent. Further complicating the issue is the fact that, as highlighted in Section 4.1, syslog
message generation reliability is significantly impacted during periods of link flapping.
While there are many different causes of very short failures, we
are aware of only one cause of long false positives. These occur
when both an “Up” and then a subsequent “Down” message are
lost such that two short failures become one long failure.

Ambiguous state changes
A failure in syslog is defined by a “Down” message followed by an
“Up” message. However we find that there are 461 down messages
that are preceded by an other down message and 202 up messages
2

Table 4 implies that Syslog has 383 hours of false positive downtime, however, 365.5 hours belong to failures that only partially
overlap with failures seen by the IS-IS listener.

preceded by an up message. The link state between repeated messages is ambiguous because we cannot determine if a message was
lost or if the message was a spurious reminder of link state. In
aggregate, these ambiguous periods between double down and up
messages account for 7.8% of the measurement period across all
links.
Testing if a double up/down has occurred due to a missing syslog
message is straightforward with IS-IS data. A message has been
lost if both syslog state change messages correspond to the correct
state change as seen by IS-IS. We find that 42% of all double down
periods are caused by a lost syslog up message while 86% of all
double up periods are caused by a lost down message, see Table 6
. In total, lost packets explain 56% of all double up and down
periods.
Next, we test if the remaining unexplained nonsensical state
changes are due to spurious retransmission. To do this we check
the remaining double down and up messages to see if they occurred
while the link was in the same state. In fact 52% of all double down
message—91% of those not explained by a lost syslog up—occur
during a failure according to IS-IS and 14% of all double ups—all
of those not explained by a lost syslog down—during up time. Interestingly 99% of spurious down messages are reporting the same
failure as the previously received state change message; this is true
for only 48% of the double ups.
We now turn from investigating the causes of the nonsensical
state transitions to how to correct for them. Previous work ignored
the time periods between these transitions, but with the help of ISIS control data as ground truth, we can explore better strategies.
We believe there are three potential options: assume the link is
down, assume the link is up, or assume the link is in the previous
state. After examining the three strategies we find that assuming
the link remains in the previous state pushes link downtime as seen
by syslog closest to matching link downtime as seen by IS-IS.

4.4

Isolating Failures

The statistical similarity of individual failure events according
to syslog and IS-IS is one thing, but many real-world metrics are
aggregates of multiple events. Hence, any error in reconstruction
has the potential to be magnified when focusing on a high-level
metric, such as customer availability.
We highlight the amplification issue with regards to customer
availability since CENIC’s primary value as an ISP is in providing connectivity to its customers. Therefore, reliability is best
gauged not from statics about individual network failures, but instead through customer availability. Because most customers are
multi-homed and CENIC has rings in its topology, detecting connectivity losses require accurate state information about multiple
links simultaneously.
CENIC advertises a single /16 block into BGP for all of its customers, so we cannot use BGP monitors to give us insight or confirmation when a customer has been isolated. To determine when
customers become isolated, we use the network topology (reconstructed from router configuration files) to identify the set of links
that would isolate a customer.
During our study period, there are 1,401 failure events observed
by IS-IS that isolate a customer. Here an event is one or more
overlapping link failures. These isolating events affect 74 distinct
customers and result in a combined total of 26 days of isolation; see
Table 7. In syslog-reconstructed failures, there are 1,060 distinct
isolating events affecting 67 customer sites resulting in 22.4 days
of downtime. Syslog-reconstructed failure events are not a perfect
subset of IS-IS events, however: There are 58 events reported by
syslog which are not observed in the IS-IS data.

Table 7: Number and duration of failures in which at least one
CENIC customer was isolated from the backbone, as reconstructed
from syslog and IS-IS.
Data Source

Isolating
Events

Sites
Impacted

Downtime
(days)

IS-IS
Syslog
Intersection

1,401
1,060
1,002

74
67
66

26.3
22.3
19.8

Of these 58 unmatched events, 12 have no IS-IS-reported failures
on the affected links during the event, while the remaining 46 intersect (but do not match perfectly) some IS-IS failures on the affected
links. There are also two particularly egregious “matches.” In one
case a site is isolated for 7 hours; syslog, however, only detects the
isolation nine seconds before the isolation ended. In a second case,
syslog believes a site isolated for 17 hours; the site was actually
isolated for less than one minute according to IS-IS.
There were 399 events—corresponding to 6.5 days of
downtime—reported by IS-IS that did not match an event reconstructed from syslog. Of these, 82 were a result of syslog missing a single state change message. These 82 events account for
2.1 days (32%) of downtime. Furthermore, 99 of the remaining
missed isolating events partially matched a syslog-reconstructed
event.3 These 99 events account for 0.7 days (11%) of downtime.
The remaining 218 unmatched isolating events had no related (or
potentially related) Syslog messages.

5.

CONCLUSION

This study represents the first attempt to compare the failure patterns reported by syslog-based analyses to those extracted through
direct IGP monitoring. We find that there is significant disagreement between the two sources, with roughly one quarter of all
events reported by one data source not appearing in the other.
Clearly, IS-IS monitoring is more accurate, as traffic shares fate
with the routing protocol. That said, our analysis indicates that syslog’s omissions are heavily biased toward short failures, and that
many of the larger statistical properties of the network obtained
through analyzing syslog, e.g., annualized downtime, number of
failures, and time to repair, are reasonably accurate. Still, one must
be careful in drawing high-level conclusions; for example syslog
has a significantly different view of customer isolation than that of
IS-IS.
In sum, syslog-based analyses may be useful for capturing aggregate failure characteristics where IGP data is not available. It
is less well suited to situations requiring more precise failure-forfailure accounting.
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